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Abstract
1 Network faults occur frequently in the Internet. From the

perspective of cloud service providers, network faults can be

classified into three categories: cloud faults, client faults, and

middle faults. This paper mainly focuses on middle faults. To

minimize the harm of middle faults, we build a fully automatic

system in Huawei Cloud, namely AAsclepius, which consists

of a monitoring subsystem, a diagnosing subsystem, and a

detouring subsystem. Through the collaboration of the three

subsystems, AAsclepius monitors network faults, diagnoses

network faults, and detours the traffic to circumvent middle

faults at the Internet peering edge. The key innovation of AAs-

clepius is to identify the fault direction with a novel technique,

namely PathDebugging. AAsclepius has been running for two

years stable, protecting Huawei Cloud from major accidents

in 2021 and 2022. Our evaluation on three major points of

presence in December 2021 shows that AAsclepius can effi-

ciently and safely detour the traffic to circumvent outbound

faults within a few minutes.

1 Introduction
Network faults, including congestion, link failures, BGP mis-

configurations, etc., occur frequently in the Internet [1–8].

Obviously, network faults could degrade the network per-

formance, and even lead to outages [9, 10], threatening the

connectivity of the Internet. As a cloud service provider (CSP)

which serves users at the Internet peering edge, the quality of

service (QoS) for users is significantly harmed by the frequent

network faults.

As pointed by BlameIt [11], from the perspective of CSPs,

network faults can be classified into three categories based on

where they occur (see Figure 1): 1) cloud faults which occur

in the cloud network (cloud AS 2); 2) client faults which oc-

cur in the client network (client AS); 3) middle faults which

1Co-primary authors: Kaicheng Yang and Yuanpeng Li. Corresponding

author: Tong Yang (yangtongemail@gmail.com).
2AS refers to autonomous system, which is a very large network or group

of networks with a single routing policy.
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Figure 1: Three categories of network faults. "C" refers to

a client in the client AS, and "×××" refers to a middle fault.

When a middle fault occurs in the red path, we can detour

the traffic to egress at PoPi+1, so as to route the traffic along

the green path to circumvent the fault.

occur in the middle network (all AS’es between the cloud AS

and the client AS). First, the cloud network is fully controlled

by CSPs. We have already deployed a battle-tested system

in Huawei Cloud to heal cloud faults, and this paper does

not focus on cloud faults. Second, the client network is nei-

ther controlled by nor directly connected to CSPs. Therefore,

when client faults occur, what we can do is to request the

corresponding Internet service providers (ISPs) [11] for fault

healing. Third, the middle network is not controlled by but di-

rectly connected to CSPs. Same as other CSPs, Huawei Cloud

is connected to the middle network through dozens of points

of presence3 (PoPs). All PoPs and datacenters in Huawei

Cloud are interconnected by a private backbone. Leveraging

the private backbone, the traffic between clients and Huawei

Cloud can go through different PoPs. This implies that we can

choose different middle paths (paths in the middle network)

by choosing different PoPs, so as to handle middle faults. In

3Point of presence is the point where Huawei Cloud accesses the Internet,

see more details in Section 2.1.



summary, this paper focuses on middle faults, and identifies

client faults as well.

The design goal of this paper is to design a fully automatic

system to minimize the harm of middle faults. The system

should have three main functions: fault monitoring, fault di-

agnosis, and traffic detouring. First, the system should persis-

tently monitor the middle and client networks in a lightweight

manner to detect and report faults. Second, the system should

accurately diagnose the reported faults at fine granularity.

Third, for a middle fault, the system should efficiently and

safely detour the traffic to a healthy path, and detour the traffic

back immediately when the fault disappears.

Towards the design goal, the most important and challeng-

ing issue is to identify the fault direction, since no existing

works handle this problem. Suppose we find a middle fault

between a PoPi and a client AS j. If a fault occurs in the

path from PoPi to AS j, we define the direction of this fault

as outbound direction, and similarly we define inbound di-

rection. In this case, fortunately, we have many PoPs, and

thus outbound faults can be quickly circumvented: detouring

the traffic through another PoPi+1 to the client (see Figure

1). This action is quick because it only needs to update the

routing table of PoPi. If a fault occurs in the inbound direc-

tion from AS j to PoPi, unfortunately available solutions to

change the traffic path need to change the routing tables of all

routers in the middle network, which is obviously slow. The

above observations pose great importance on identifying the
fault direction. Further, it is challenging to identify the fault

direction. On the one hand, the middle network where faults

occur is completely out of our control. On the other hand, our

monitoring results do not include direction information.

Researchers and engineers have proposed various solutions

for network faults at Internet scale [1, 11–24]. Among them,

BlameIt [11], Edge Fabric [12], Espresso [13], Entact [14],

and CPR [15] are most related to our application scenarios.

However, as shown in Table 1, these works only have two of

the three main functions, and none of them identifies the fault

direction. BlameIt monitors and diagnoses network faults

in the cloud environment. However, it does not support traf-

fic detouring and fault direction identification. Edge Fabric,

Espresso, Entact, and CPR support traffic detouring, but they

do not diagnose network faults. In summary, all existing works

do not meet our design goal.

Aiming at the design goal, we design a system, namely

AAsclepius (AutoAsclepius). AAsclepius consists of three

subsystems: a monitoring subsystem, a diagnosing subsystem,

and a detouring subsystem. Each subsystem is responsible

for implementing a main function. Below we only show how

the diagnosing subsystem addresses the above challenge of

identifying fault direction.

Diagnosing subsystem: AAsclepius uses a decision tree with

intuitive design to achieve the accuracy and fine granular-
ity of diagnosis. Our experienced experts have spent a long

time configuring the thresholds (§ 5) used in the decision tree.

These thresholds have proven to work excellently after two

years of validation. Our key innovation is to propose a tech-

nique, namely PathDebugging, to address the most important

and challenging issue, i.e., identifying the fault direction. For

a middle fault between a PoPi and a client AS j, the idea of

PathDebugging is to replace the path from AS j to PoPi with a

zero-fault path. In spite of the simple idea, the implementation

procedure is rather complicated, and the details are provided

in Section 5.3.

To date, AAsclepius has been running for two years, keep-

ing Huawei Cloud free of major accidents. In December 2021,

we conducted an evaluation on three major PoPs. The results

show that for all outbound faults, AAsclepius can efficiently

and safely detour the traffic to circumvent them within a few

minutes.

2 Settings
2.1 Cloud Infrastructure
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Figure 2: A PoP houses multiple peering routers (PRs) to

access the Internet, backbone routers (BRs) to access the

private backbone, and datacenter routers (DRs) to access

datacenters. Each peering router is connected to a moni-

toring server (MS) cluster (currently we only deploy one

server per PR) used for monitoring QoS (§ 4.2).

In order to serve approximately one billion geo-distributed

users, Huawei has deployed a cloud consisting of dozens of

PoPs and datacenters globally, as well as a private backbone

that interconnects all PoPs and datacenters. To access the

Internet, as shown in Figure 2, each PoP houses multiple peer-

ing routers (PRs) as edge routers, exchanging BGP routes and

traffic with transit providers, private network interconnects

(PNIs), and Internet exchange points (IXPs) outside the PoP.

The interconnectivity between all PoPs and datacenters pro-

vided by the private backbone greatly improves the flexibility

of traffic detouring. Traffic from any datacenter is first routed

to the backbone routers (BRs) via datacenter routers (DRs).

Through the private backbone, the traffic can then be routed

to egress at any PoP. Similarly, the inbound traffic can also

ingress at any PoP. Such flexibility of traffic detouring is the

basis of AAsclepius (§ 6).

To serve users, each PoP announces a distinct set of IP pre-

fixes as its dominating prefixes. Obviously, the PoP at which

the inbound traffic will be routed to ingress is only determined



Desired functions AAsclepius BlameIt [11] EdgeFabric [12] Espresso [13] Entact [14] CPR [15]

Fault monitoring � � � � � �
Fault diagnosis � � × × × ×

Direction identification � × × × × ×
Traffic detouring � × � � � �

Table 1: Comparison with prior solutions.

by its IP destination address. Unfortunately, if a PoP fails to

announce its dominating prefixes, the inbound traffic with

IP destination address in those prefixes will not be routed to

Huawei Cloud. To achieve fault resilience, each PoP addi-

tionally announces the dominating prefixes of the other PoPs

with multiple duplicate AS’es prepended to their AS_path4

(e.g., 12345, 12345, 12345). In this configuration, the traffic

is normally routed as before. If a PoP fails to announce its

dominating prefixes, after BGP converges, the traffic that orig-

inally ingresses at that PoP will be routed to ingress at another

PoP. Therefore, the availability of Huawei Cloud service is

guaranteed as long as one PoP remains operational.

We have built a traffic monitoring system in Huawei Cloud,

passively counting the sizes of flows entering or exiting

Huawei Cloud at <Source IP, Destination IP> granularity for

billing using programmable switches. This system not only

helps AAsclepius with fault monitoring as it can determine

the AS’es and IP /24 prefixes which contain clients of Huawei

Cloud, but also helps AAsclepius with traffic detouring as it

can provide visibility to the traffic volume between any PoP

and AS. While it is cost-efficient to passively monitor state-

less traffic volume, it is too expensive to maintain per-flow

state for a large cloud to monitor network faults, and therefore

AAsclepius still uses active probing.

2.2 Domestic Network Infrastructure
China’s network is mainly controlled by three top-tier transit-

providers. To serve geo-distributed users, each top-tier transit

provider builds its own large-scale backbone network with

sufficient intra-bandwidth interconnecting with all its client

networks. By comparison, the inter-bandwidth across differ-

ent transit providers is usually limited. Such infrastructure

guarantees that from a PoP’s perspective, the IPs in the same

AS share similar middle paths. It also motivates AAsclepius’

design (further shown in § 6): for traffic suffering from net-

work faults, AAsclepius detours it across different PoPs within

the same transit-provider for better performance, instead of

detouring it across different transit-providers in the same PoP.

3 AAsclepius Overview
Currently, because most traffic of Huawei Cloud exits from

PoPs deployed in our country, we have deployed AAsclepius

on a large scale in our domestic infrastructure. As mentioned

above, AAsclepius has three subsystems: a monitoring sub-

system, a diagnosing subsystem, and a detouring subsystem.

4The BGP AS path attribute sequentially lists the AS numbers comprising

the path to the destination.

Below we briefly present the modules and workflow of these

subsystems (see Figure 3). Because most of Huawei Cloud

traffic is still IPv4 traffic, AAsclepius targets at only IPv4

traffic currently. The terminologies frequently used in this

paper are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Terminologies frequently used in this paper.

Terminology Meaning
Active IP

address

An IP address which will respond to ICMP

probes. (§ 4.1)

IP*
A representative IP address in a prefix for prob-

ing. (§ 4.1)

Victim-AS
An AS which is identified as suffering from

faults. (§ 4.3)

Fake fault
A network anomaly that causes a healthy-AS to

be identified as a victim-AS. (§ 5.1)

Backup PoP PoPi+1 is the backup PoP of PoPi. (§ 5.3)

Victim traffic The traffic that is suffering from faults. (§ 6)
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Figure 3: The workflow of AAsclepius.

Monitoring subsystem (Figure 3 top). This subsystem con-

sists of three modules: an active IP collector, a QoS monitor,

and a fault reporter. The QoS monitor and the fault reporter

are deployed on a per-PoP basis.

1 The active IP collector monitors all IP /24 prefixes in the

AS’es which contain clients of Huawei Cloud, and collects

all active IP addresses.

2 The active IP collector selects representative IP addresses

for each IP /24 prefix and informs the QoS monitor.
3 The QoS monitor in each PoP receives representative

IP addresses, and runs QoS agents to send ICMP probes to

representative IP addresses in order to measure their packet

loss rates.

4 The QoS monitor aggregates packet loss rates at AS-

granularity, and passes them to the fault reporter.



5 The fault reporter in each PoP receives the aggregated

packet loss data from the QoS monitor in the same PoP, then

identifies and reports victim-AS’es to the diagnosing subsys-

tem.

Diagnosing subsystem (Figure 3 middle). This subsystem

consists of three modules: a fake fault filter, a fault classifier,

and a fault debugger. The fake fault filter is deployed on a

per-PoP basis.

6 The fake fault filter receives reported victim-AS’es from

the fault reporter in the same PoP, identifies and filters fake

faults, and outputs the other faults to the fault classifier.

7 The fault classifier receives the faults from the fake fault

filter in many PoPs, classifies the faults into three categories,

and passes middle faults to the fault debugger.

8 The fault debugger receives middle faults from the fault

classifier, and runs debugging agents to monitor a second path

for each middle fault.

9 The fault debugger then compares the monitored packet

loss rates of QoS agents and debugging agents to identify the

direction for each middle fault.

Detouring subsystem (Figure 3 bottom). The detouring

subsystem consists of two modules: a detouring controller
and a BGP injector. The BGP injector is deployed on a per-

PoP basis.

10 The detouring controller receives middle faults from the

fault debugger, generates detouring strategy for each middle

fault, and outputs the strategy to the BGP injector.

11 The BGP injector receives detouring strategy from the

detouring controller, generates corresponding BGP routes,

and announces them to PRs or DRs to detour the victim traffic.

4 Monitoring Network Faults
The monitoring subsystem consists of the active IP collector

(§ 4.1), the QoS monitor (§ 4.2), and the fault reporter (§ 4.3).

Each module will be introduced in one subsection.

4.1 Collector: Selecting Representative IPs
The first module in the monitoring subsystem is the active

IP collector (collector for short). The collector, deployed in

a VM in Huawei Cloud, is used to collect and select active

IP addresses. It proceeds in two steps. 1) For only IP /24 pre-

fixes in the AS’es which contain clients of Huawei Cloud, we

decide to actively send ICMP probes to IP addresses in them,

and regard the monitored performance as the QoS for users

in this prefix. To guarantee the accuracy of active monitoring,

we need to select active IP addresses as targets for probing.

Therefore, the first step is to collect active IP addresses from

the AS’es which contain clients of Huawei Cloud. 2) Consid-

ering that the active IP addresses in each IP /24 prefix share

similar middle paths and client paths5, it is of no value to

monitor all of them. To achieve lightweight monitoring, we

need to further reduce the overhead by selecting representa-

tive IP addresses (IP*s for short) in each prefix for probing.

5Client paths refer to the paths in the client AS.

Therefore, the second step is to select IP*s in each IP /24 pre-

fix, and then passes them to the second module, i.e., the QoS

monitor. Below, we describe the two steps of the collector in

detail.

The first step of the collector proceeds as follows. The

collector maintains health points as the indicator of activeness

for each IP address, and only scans IP /24 prefixes in the

AS’es which contain clients of Huawei Cloud by sending

ICMP probes to each IP address in them periodically. In each

round of scanning, if an IP address responds to the ICMP

probes, its health points will increase; otherwise, its health

points will decrease. The health points will decay over time,

so as to indicate recent health status. After each round of

scanning, the collector selects the IP addresses whose health

points exceed a predefined threshold as active IP addresses.

The second step of the collector proceeds as follows. After

each round of scanning, for each IP prefix, the collector sorts

the active IP addresses in it based on the health points from

the highest to the lowest. The IP addresses that usually belong

to gateways (e.g., .1, .254) will be given bonus health points

before sorting. Then, for each IP /24 prefix, the collector

selects the top-k active IP addresses in it as IP*s, and passes

them to the QoS monitor. By default, we set k to 5. For those

prefixes that contain clients of Huawei Cloud, we set a larger

k to better reflect the QoS. Note that the information of the

AS’es and IP /24 prefixes containing clients of Huawei Cloud

is provided by the traffic monitoring system built in Huawei

Cloud (§ 2.1).

4.2 Monitor: Monitoring QoS
The second module in the monitoring subsystem is the QoS

monitor (monitor for short). The monitor is used to monitor

the QoS for users in different AS’es. It is deployed based on

the following considerations. 1) As Huawei Cloud can serve

users from any PoP, we need to monitor the QoS by moni-

toring the performance of IP*s from every PoP. 2) To avoid

the disturbance of cloud faults and traffic detouring (§ 6),

we should start monitoring as close to the PR as possible. 3)

Considering that the cloud traffic can egress at any PR, we

should monitor all PRs to achieve full coverage of monitor-

ing, i.e., send probes to each IP* through all PRs. Therefore,

AAsclepius deploys the monitor on a per-PoP basis as fol-

lows. As shown in Figure 2, for each PR, AAsclepius deploys

a server directly connected to it, namely monitoring server.

On each monitoring server, the monitor runs a QoS agent to

send ICMP probes, which will egress at the PR connected to

the monitoring server, so as to achieve full coverage. This

deployment can easily scale out from a monitoring server to

a cluster consisting of multiple monitoring servers, so as to

improve the capability of the monitor.

The monitor proceeds in two steps. First, the monitor mon-

itors the performance of each IP* received from the active IP

collector. Specifically, every minute, the monitor executes

a round of monitoring: for each IP*, each QoS agent sends

ICMP probes to it, and computes its average packet loss rate



among all QoS agents, so as to achieve full coverage. We call

this process QoS monitoring.

Second, the monitor aggregates the performance of IP*s at

AS-granularity, and then passes the aggregated performance

data to the third module, i.e., the fault reporter. Specifically,

after each round of monitoring, for each AS, the monitor com-

putes the average packet loss rate of all IP*s in it as its packet

loss rate. The reason behind is as follows. It is expected that

we can monitor the QoS in every IP /24 prefix to achieve

fault monitoring at prefix-granularity, but not all IP /24 pre-

fixes contain active IP address. The network infrastructure in

our country can ensure that the IP*s in the same AS share

similar middle paths, and thus share similar middle faults

(discussed in Section 2.2). Therefore, monitoring the QoS

at AS-granularity will not degrade the sensitivity to middle

faults. In our deployment, we find the above attribute also

applies to the network of every ISP in every province. There-

fore, we call the network of every ISP in every province a

pseudo AS, and aggregate the performance of IP*s at pseudo-

AS-granularity to ease maintenance. In the rest of this paper,
we always use AS to refer to pseudo AS.

4.3 Reporter: Reporting Victim-AS’es
The third module in the monitoring subsystem is the fault

reporter (reporter for short). The reporter, deployed on a per-

PoP basis, is used to identify victim-AS’es and filter victim-

AS’es suffering from transient faults. The reporter proceeds

in two steps.

In the first step, the reporter receives the aggregated perfor-

mance data from the QoS monitor deployed in the same PoP,

and identifies whether an AS is suffering from faults based

on three observations. The first observation is that the packet

loss rate of each AS remains relatively stable when no fault

occurs; once a fault occurs, the packet loss rates of the AS’es

suffering from the fault suddenly increase. Therefore, for each

AS, we decide to monitor the variation of its packet loss rate,

and use a fault threshold to identify whether it is suffering

from faults. The second observation is that different AS’es

have different patterns of packet loss rates, because different

AS’es point to different middle paths and client paths, and

are maintained by different ISPs. Therefore, we should use an

AS-specific fault threshold rather than a unified one. The third

observation is that the condition of the Internet varies over

time, and therefore the fault threshold should dynamically

evolve as time goes by.

Based on the above considerations, the first step proceeds

as follows. The reporter considers that each AS is in healthy-
state, i.e., not victim-state (suffering from faults), at the be-

ginning. Here, we use "victim" instead of "faulty" to avoid

confusion, as a client AS suffering from faults may have no

faults occurring in its own network (the faults can occur in

the middle path between the AS and the PoP to affect the

traffic). The reporter maintains packet loss rates for each AS

in recent W minutes. For AS j, the reporter computes the aver-

age (lavg( j, t)) and standard deviation (σ( j, t)) of packet loss

rates, to characterize its current pattern, where t (Minute) is

the current time. Let Tv( j, t) be the fault threshold used to

identify whether AS j is suffering from faults at time t. We set

Tv( j, t) = lavg( j, t −1)+max(τσ( j, t −1),δ)

where δ is a constant (by default 3%) to filter minor faults.

For AS j, every minute, the reporter receives its current packet

loss rate lcur( j, t) from the QoS monitor, and then compares

lcur( j, t) with Tv( j, t). If lcur( j, t) exceeds Tv( j, t), the reporter

identifies that AS j is suffering from faults, and transits AS j
to victim-state. We call an AS in victim-state as a victim-
AS, and a time period in which an AS is continuously in

victim-state a victim-period. For a victim-AS, to avoid the

disturbance of high packet loss rate caused by faults, its fault

threshold will stop to update when it transits to victim-state

from healthy-state. When the packet loss rate of a victim-AS

stays below its fault threshold for W minutes, we consider

that all its packet loss rates in the sliding window are not

affected by faults. In this case, the victim-AS will transit back

to healthy-state and restart to update its fault threshold. In

our deployment, we set the window size W to 60 and τ to

3. Here, we provide some insights into their settings. We set

window size W to 60 (1 hour) because it can stably present

the recent condition of Internet. As shown in Figure 10, the

average packet loss rate varies smoothly per hour (with less

than 0.1% variation). We set τ to 3 because 3σ-rule is widely

used in outlier detection. When there is no fault, the loss rate

of each IP* can be regarded as independent and identically

distributed. Therefore, the average loss rate of IP*s (lavg( j, t))
follows normal distribution according to central limit theorem,

and applies to 3σ-rule.

Figure 4: CDF of fault duration of victim-AS’es.

In the second step, based on another observation, the re-

porter filters victim-AS’es suffering from transient faults, and

reports the remaining victim-AS’es to the diagnosing subsys-

tem. The observation is that transient faults disappear quickly,

and thus have limited harm to our cloud service. Therefore, we

would like to ignore transient faults. Based on the above con-

sideration, the second step proceeds as follows. Suppose the

current time is t. The reporter only reports the victim-AS’es

that satisfy the following two requirements to the diagnosing

subsystem: 1) the victim-AS is identified as suffering from

faults at time t; 2) the victim-AS has ever been identified as

suffering from faults for at least M minutes continuously in

the current victim-period. In our deployment, we set M to



3. We select M based on an analysis of the distribution of

the fault duration6 of victim-AS’es in three major PoPs in

December 2021. As shown in Figure 4, the fault duration of

almost 2/3 of victim-AS’es is below 3 minutes. Therefore,

setting M to 3 can efficiently filter transient faults without

compromising much timeliness.

Fake Fault

faulty IP* 5% or
blocked IP* 10%

reported by 1 PoP

Outbound Fault Inbound Fault Bidirectional Fault

Ambiguous FaultClient Fault

debug's loss rate 0

otherwisereported by all PoPs
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otherwise

otherwise

Fake Fault Filter:
Is it a Fake Fault?

Fault Debugger:
The Direction?

Fault Classifier:
The Category?

Victim-AS('es)

Figure 5: Decision tree.

5 Diagnosing Network Faults
In this section, we show how to use a decision tree in the

diagnosing subsystem to achieve accurate and fine-grained di-

agnosis. As shown in Figure 5, there are three critical decision

nodes in the decision tree: the fake fault filter (§ 5.1), the fault

classifier (§ 5.2), and the fault debugger (§ 5.3). The design of

the structure of the decision tree is quite intuitive. With the re-

ported victim-AS’es, first, the fake fault filter first filters those

fake faults that lead to misreported victim-AS’es. Second, the

fault classifier pick out the middle faults that AAsclepius may

circumvent from the true faults. Third, the fault debugger clas-

sifies the middle faults into inbound/outbound/bidirectional

faults to guide the subsequent traffic detouring. Each decision

node will be introduced in one subsection.

5.1 Fake-filter: Filtering Fake Faults
Motivation: The fault reporter in the monitoring subsystem

reports a victim-AS when the average packet loss rate of all

IP*s in the AS increase. However, the increase of average

packet loss rate does not mean that a real fault occurs. For

example, when a router that hosts an IP* is updating its oper-

ating system, it may not be able to respond to ICMP probes.

Thus the packet loss rate of this IP* will suddenly increase to

100%, which also leads to the increase of average packet loss

rate. If a victim-AS is actually healthy, we say it is suffering

from fake faults. Therefore, it is desired for each PoP to filter

all victim-AS’es with fake faults.

6The fault duration of a victim-AS refers to the interval between the first

time and the last time it is identified as suffering from faults in the same

victim-period.

Figure 6: IP* Classification.

Workflow: To prevent fake faults from interfering with our

diagnosis, AAsclepius deploys the first module in this subsys-

tem: a fake fault filter for each PoP (Fake-filter for short). In

each PoP, Fake-filter performs analysis for each IP* to iden-

tify whether a reported victim-AS is caused by a fake fault,

and we will only diagnose real faults in next two modules.

The input of Fake-filter includes: a victim-AS j with its IP*s,

and the historical loss rate of each IP*. Then we analyze why

the average packet loss rate increases a lot. Fake-filter divides

the IP*s into 5 categories according to their loss rate (see Fig-

ure 6), but only use three categories (faulty IP*s, blocked IP*s,

and healthy IP*s) to identify fake faults. The 5 categories of

IP*s are detailed below.

• Symbols: Suppose at time t f ault , victim-AS j transits to

victim-state, lasts for M = 3 minutes, and then is reported

to Fake-filter. Note that the setting of M is discussed in

Section 4.3. Let Tpre[3Min] be the 3 minutes before t f ault ,

and let Tpost [3min] be the 3 minutes after t f ault .

• Faulty IP*s: We call an IP* a faulty IP* if it satisfies the

three conditions: 1) its average loss rate in Tpre[3Min] is

lower than fault threshold Tv( j, t f ault); 2) its average loss

rate in Tpost [3Min] is in [Tv( j, t f ault),100%); 3) its highest

loss rate in Tpost [3min] is lower than 100%. We consider

that faulty IP*s are affected by the fault occurring at t f ault .

• Blocked IP*s: We call an IP* a blocked IP* if it sat-

isfies the three conditions: 1) its average loss rate in

Tpre[3Min] is lower than Tv( j, t f ault); 2) its average loss

rate in Tpost [3Min] is higher than Tv( j, t f ault); 3) its highest

loss rate in Tpost [3Min] reaches 100%. These IP*s are often

blocked in two cases. First, they are added into a blocklist

by some network devices (IP blocking). Second, with a

small probability, they suffer from serious faults.

• Healthy IP*s: We call an IP* a healthy IP* if its average

loss rates in both Tpre[3Min] and Tpost [3Min] are lower than

Tv( j, t f ault). We consider that healthy IP*s are not affected

by the fault occurring at t f ault .

• Inactive IP*s: We call an IP* an inactive IP* if its aver-

age loss rate in Tpre[3Min] is 100%. Inactive IP*s previ-

ously responded to ICMP probes, but stop responses before

Tpre[3Min].
• Abnormal IP*s: We call an IP* an abnormal IP* if its

average loss rate in Tpre[3Min] is in [Tv( j, t f ault),100%).
We suspect that abnormal IP*s have suffered from other

network anomalies or network faults occurring before

Tpre[3Min].



Identifying fake faults: After classifying faults into the above

five categories, we analyze whether it is a fake fault. Obvi-

ously, the last two categories cannot be used for identification.

We define two metrics using the first three categories. We

define faulty IP* ratio as
# faulty IP*s

# total
, and define blocked

IP* ratio as # blocked IP*s
# total

, where # total = # faulty IP*s +

# blocked IP*s + # healthy IP*s. We set two thresholds for

the two metrics respectively. According to long time main-

tenance, we find when If the faulty IP* ratio is no less than

5%, or the blocked IP* ratio is no less than 10%, Fake-filter

reports the fault as real; otherwise, Fake-filter reports the fault

as fake.

Figure 7: CDF of block IP* ratio of victim-AS’es without

faulty IP*s.

While the threshold for faulty IP* ratio is mainly set ac-

cording to long-time operational experience, we provide some

insights in the setting of the threshold for block IP* ratio.

When real faults occur, an affected IP* will be either faulty

IP* or block IP*. When there is no real fault, the faulty IP*

ratio keeps close to 0, but the blocked IP* ratio often reaches a

little larger than 0 (e.g., 5%) due to IP blocking. Therefore, we

should set a larger threshold for blocked IP* ratio to filter the

fake faults caused by IP blocking. We analyze the distribution

of the block IP* ratio of all reported victim-AS’es without

faulty IP*s in May 10th, 2023. These reported faults are of

high probability to be fake faults as no faulty IP* is reported,

and a fault with a larger block IP* ratio should have a larger

probability of being real fault. As shown in Figure 7, about

80% reported victim-AS’es have less than 10% block IP*

ratio. Therefore, setting the threshold for blocked IP* ratio to

10% may efficiently filter most fake faults while not missing

serious faults.

5.2 Classifier: Identifying Fault Category
Overview: To identify fault category, AAsclepius deploys the

second module in this subsystem: the fault classifier (classifier

for short). Recalling in the previous module, Fake-filter in

each PoP filters fake faults, and reports the other faults to the

classifier. The input is the received faults from many PoPs in

every minute: <PoP1,victim-AS list1> ... <PoPn,victim-AS

listn>. For each victim-AS, the classifier outputs its fault cat-

egory: client fault, middle fault, or ambiguous fault. For each

middle fault, the classifier will report the corresponding PoP

and victim-AS to the third module, i.e., the fault debugger.

Workflow: Our observation is the same as the prior work [11]:

most of the time the victim-AS is caused by either client faults

or middle faults. We use the number of PoPs that report each

victim-AS to identify fault category, and there are three cases.

• Case 1: If a victim-AS is reported from only one PoP, the

classifier identifies the fault as a middle fault.

• Case 2: If a victim-AS is reported from all PoPs, the classi-

fier identifies the fault as a client fault.

• Case 3: Otherwise, it is too difficult to identify, and we

have to concede, and the classifier identifies the fault as an

ambiguous fault.

The reason of the above classification is as follows. Consider-

ing a client in an AS, for different PoPs, the middle paths are

different, while the client paths are usually similar. Therefore,

1) that a victim-AS is reported from 1 PoP is incurred by

middle faults with high probability; 2) that a victim-AS is

reported from all PoPs is incurred by client faults with high

probability; 3) that a victim-AS is reported from multiple but

not all PoPs, and the above probabilities of middle faults and

client faults both decrease a lot. Our maintenance results (see

Figure 8) show that the probability of case 3 is around 7%,

and thus currently we just ignore case 3.

Figure 8: Fraction of each category of faults.

Operational experience: In our daily maintenance, we find

a situation that will degrade the accuracy of our diagnosis:

although multiple PoPs report the same victim-AS, the time

they first report is not always the same, but sometimes with

a one-minute or two-minute difference. A potential reason

behind is as follows. In the early stage of a network fault,

there may be only a small amount of congested links. Due

to the randomness of the routing inside the victim-AS, the

ICMP probes may go through paths with slight difference,

and thus the results measured at different PoP points may

be slightly different. For example, suggest that ICMP probes

sent from both PoPi and PoPi+1 reach a router using equal

cost multi-path strategy (ECMP) in a client AS, and there are

two equal-cost paths towards the destination. One of the path

first becomes congested due to the randomness of hash func-

tions, while the other one remains uncongested. Suggest that

the ICMP probes from PoPi are forwarded to the congested

link, and those from PoPi+1 are forwarded to the uncongested

link, then only PoPi reports this AS as a victim-AS. As the

congestion further evolves (which may take one or two min-

utes), both PoPi and PoPi+1 report this AS as a victim-AS.

In this case, if the classifier diagnoses a victim-AS once it is

reported, the victim-AS may be misdiagnosed because there

could be some PoPs that have not reported this victim-AS in



time. To address this issue, for each reported victim-AS, we

decide to delay the diagnosis for two minutes. Specifically,

only when a victim-AS is continuously reported from a PoP

for three minutes, the classifier starts to diagnose it. The clas-

sifier diagnoses the victim-AS based on the number of PoPs

that report it in the past three minutes, instead of the number

in the current minute.

5.3 Debugger: Identifying Fault Direction
Overview: Recalling that the previous module reports a PoP

and a victim-AS to this module. Suggest PoPi is reported

to find that victim-AS is suffering from middle faults. This

module, namely fault debugger (debugger for short), is used

to further identify and output the direction of the middle fault.

There are three faults with different directions: outbound

faults, inbound faults, and bidirectional faults. We propose

a novel technique, namely PathDebugging, to perform the

debugging process. This technique is the key novelty of AAs-

clepius.

Victim-AS 2

C

PoP 2PoP 1

Private Backbone

OutboundOutbound

PoP n PoP 3

Inbound Debugging

…

PRPRMS MS

Figure 9: PathDebugging. "MS" refers to the monitor server

in the PoP, "C" refers to a client in the victim-AS2, and "×"

refers to a middle fault.
Statement of fault direction: As shown in Figure 9, there are

four paths between the monitor server (MS) and the client (C):

two outbound paths (solid lines with arrows), one inbound

path (dash red lines with arrows), and one debugging path

(dash blue lines with arrows including the part across the

private backbone). In this Figure, the reported PoP and victim-

AS from the previous module are PoP1 and AS2. This means

that we only know there is a fault between PoP1 and AS2,

but do not know the fault direction. Outbound faults, inbound

faults, and bidirectional faults point to different directions.

For different fault directions, we will use different detouring

strategies in the detouring subsystem (§ 6).

Rationale: To identify whether the fault is in the outbound

path or the inbound path, the idea of our key technique PathDe-

bugging is to replace inbound path with a zero-fault path,

which is named the debugging path. After replacement, we

monitor the packet loss rate of the ICMP probes between

the reported PoP and victim-AS: 1) if the loss rate does not

change, it means it is an outbound fault; 2) if the loss rate

decreases to near 0, it is an inbound fault; 3) if the loss rate

decreases but not reach 0, it is a bidirectional fault. Next we

show how to set a debugging path and route the ICMP reply

packets along the debugging path.

Workflow: Recall that each PoP has multiple PRs (peering

routers), each PR is connected to a monitoring server, and

each monitoring server runs a QoS agent. We deploy an-

other agent named debugging agent in each monitoring server.

These two agents are very similar except that they use differ-

ent source IP addresses. By leveraging the debugging agent

and BGP prefix announcement, next we show how to set the

debugging path and let the ICMP reply packets follow the

debugging path.

Phase 1: announcing BGP prefixes. We have deployed many

PoPs: PoP1, PoP2, ..., PoPn. We associate every two adjacent

PoPs for debugging and detouring. We call PoPi+1 the backup
of PoPi. For PoPi, we assign a unique IP /24 prefix to the

debugging agents in it, and the prefix is announced by all PRs

in the backup PoPi+1. For example in Figure 9, the PRs in

PoP2 announce the unique prefix of the debugging agent in

PoP1.

Phase 2: activating the debugging path. This phase aims to

let the ICMP reply packets follow the debugging path, and

observe the packet loss rate. Take Figure 9 as an example. The

debugging agent in PoP1 chooses a source IP address from its

unique IP /24 prefix Pre1, and then sends ICMP packets along

the outbound path (the solid line) to the client. The ICMP

reply packets will follow the debugging path (the dash blue

line crossing the private backbone), because the PRs in PoP2

announce the unique prefix Pre1. Note that there is no fault

in the debugging path for the following two reasons. First,

as the middle fault is identified when only PoP1 reports the

fault, there must be no fault in the path from the victim-AS to

PoP2. Second, the private backbone is adequately provisioned,

and thus can be considered as faultless. To save monitoring

overhead, the debugging path is inactive by default, and will

be activated when the module Fake-filter starts to report a

victim-AS and a PoP.

Phase 3: identifying fault direction. Let lQoS be the average

packet loss that is monitored by QoS agents. Let ldebug be

the average packet loss rate that is monitored by debugging

agents. The fault debugger then identifies the fault direction

according to the following formula.

Direction =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Inbound Cond1

Outbound ¬Cond1 ∧Cond2

Bidirectional ¬Cond1 ∧¬Cond2

Cond1 =
[
ldebug � 3%

]

Cond2 =
[|lQoS − ldebug|� 3%

]

The rationale behind the formula is as follows. 1) If it is an

inbound fault, there should be no fault in outbound path and



debugging path, and therefore ldebug should be small, which

corresponds to Cond1 =
[
ldebug � 3%

]
. Here, 3% equals

to the constant δ (Section 4.3) that we use to filter minor

faults. 2) If it is an outbound fault, both debugging agent

and QoS agent should detect the fault, and therefore they

must not meet Cond1. Further, considering there is no fault

in inbound path and debugging path, the difference between

ldebug and lQoS should also be small, which corresponds to

Cond2 =
[|lQoS − ldebug|� 3%

]
. 3) If it is an bidirectional

fault, as discussed in 1) and 2), it should not meet Cond1 and

Cond2.

6 Detouring Victim Traffic
The detouring subsystem consists of a detouring controller

and a BGP injector deployed on a per-PoP basis. We describe

how the detouring controller and the BGP injector cooper-

ate to detour traffic suffering from faults (so called victim

traffic), circumventing outbound faults (§ 6.1) and inbound

faults (§ 6.2), respectively. For bidirectional faults, we can

split them into outbound faults and inbound faults, and then

circumvent them separately. Therefore, we will not discuss

how to circumvent bidirectional faults.

6.1 Circumventing Outbound Faults
Rationale: For every outbound fault associated with one

victim-AS j and one reported PoPi, the traffic from PoPi to

victim-AS j is the victim traffic. To circumvent the outbound

fault, considering its backup PoPi+1 not reporting victim-AS j,

we decide to detour the victim traffic to egress at PoPi+1. As

the cloud network is fully under control, to achieve this, we

can inject BGP routes to DRs in PoPi. Because traffic de-

touring will inevitably degrade the latency when there is no

fault, we need to detour the victim traffic back as soon as

possible after the fault disappears. As AAsclepius deploys

the QoS monitor on monitoring servers directly connected

to PRs, the traffic detouring at DRs will not interfere with

QoS monitoring. Therefore, the monitoring subsystem can

continuously identify whether victim-AS j is suffering from

faults after detouring, and thus we can detour the victim traffic

back when we have high confidence that the fault has already

disappeared.

Workflow: The workflow of detouring victim traffic proceeds

as follows. First, to ensure safety, before detouring the victim

traffic, the detouring controller checks whether the PRs in

PoPi+1 and the private backbone will exceed 80% load rate

after this detouring. Here, AAsclepius can easily determine

the load rate of the PRs and private backbone after traffic de-

touring because the traffic monitoring system built in Huawei

Cloud (§ 2.1) shares its visibility to traffic volume between

any PoP and any AS to AAsclepius. Second, if the checking

result is safe, the detouring controller then collects all IP pre-

fixes of victim-AS j from PRs in PoPi+1 rather than PoPi, so

as to guarantee that the PRs in PoPi+1 can route the detoured

traffic to the destination IP address. Third, the detouring con-

troller passes the collected IP prefixes of victim-AS j and the

IP addresses of PRs in PoPi+1 to the BGP injector in PoPi.

In PoPi, the BGP injector maintains a BGP connection with

each DR. Fourth, the BGP injector generates corresponding

BGP routes for the received IP prefixes of victim-AS j. For

these routes, the local_pref7 is set to a very large value (e.g.,
1000), and the next_hop8 is set to the received IP addresses of

PRs in in PoPi+1. Fifth, in PoPi, the BGP injector announces

the generated BGP routes to all DRs. By setting local_pref
to a large value, the generated routes can override the original

routes, and then the victim traffic will be detoured to egress at

PoPi+1. Once victim-AS j has been identified as not suffering

from faults continuously for 10 minutes by the fault reporter

in PoPi (§ 4.3), the detouring controller will then inform the

BGP injector in PoPi to withdraw the corresponding routes,

so as to detour the victim traffic back.

6.2 Circumventing Inbound Faults
Rationale: For every inbound fault associated with one

victim-AS j and PoPi, the traffic from victim-AS j to PoPi
is the victim traffic. Similarly, we decide to detour the victim

traffic to ingress at PoPi+1. However, the PoP at which the

victim traffic ingresses is directly selected by ISPs, not the

CSP. To address this issue, we can change the BGP announce-

ment of PoPi, and leverage BGP to detour the victim traffic.

In order for the QoS monitor to continuously monitor exist-

ing faults to provide guidance on when to detour the victim

traffic back, the change of the BGP announcement should not

involve the prefixes assigned to the QoS monitor.

Workflow: The workflow of detouring victim traffic proceeds

as follows. First, the detouring controller performs the safety

checking similar to that in circumventing outbound faults.

Second, In PoPi, the detouring controller informs the BGP

injector to announce the dominating prefixes of PoPi to all

PRs. Note that the BGP injector needs to prepend multiple

duplicate AS’es to the AS_path of these prefixes. In this

way, after BGP converges, the victim traffic will be routed to

ingress at PoPi+1. Note that the dominating prefixes of PoPi
are also announced by the other PoPs with multiple duplicate

AS’es prepended to their AS_path (§ 2.1). We should ensure

that PoPi+1 prepends relatively less duplicate AS’es to the

AS_path of these prefixes.

Discussion: A major risk of changing the BGP announce-

ment at PRs is that it detours not only the victim traffic, but

also all the other inbound traffic of PoPi (we call them inno-

cent traffic). The latency of innocent traffic will inevitably

degrade. Currently, considering the inevitable side effects,

we currently disable AAsclepius to execute automatic detour-

ing for inbound faults. AAsclepius only notifies the network

operators of inbound faults, and provides an API for traffic

detouring.

7The BGP local preference attribute is the second BGP attribute that can

be used to choose the exit path for an AS.
8The BGP next hop attribute is the next hop IP address that is used to

reach a certain destination.



6.3 Discussion
We first discuss the benefits of identifying fault direction,

which is the key novelty of AAsclepius. Then, we discuss

the potential downsides in the additional path asymmetry

introduced by AAsclepius.

Benefits of identifying fault direction: Identifying fault di-

rection can help minimize impacted traffic during traffic de-

touring. Because the start point of outbound path (cloud →
client) is under control, to circumvent outbound faults, we

can accurately determine outbound traffic requiring traffic

detouring. Because the start point of inbound path (client

→ cloud) is beyond control, to circumvent inbound faults,

we must change BGP announcement, and all inbound traffic

is impacted. Therefore, with fault direction, we can reroute

traffic accordingly to minimize impacted traffic.

Negligible downsides in introducing path asymmetry: Ac-

cording to RFC 3349 [25], the additional path asymmetry

introduced by AAsclepius during detouring victim traffic

may degrade performance of TCP traffic. Nevertheless, path

asymmetry is a common phenomenon in the Internet (87%

path-tuples show path asymmetry [26]). AAsclepius has been

running for years, without customers complaining about per-

formance degradation. Further, some prior works (Meta Edge-

Fabric [12]/ Microsoft CASCARA [27]) also introduce addi-

tional path asymmetry as they switch transit-providers for bet-

ter performance or cost-effectiveness. Therefore, we conclude

that the additional path asymmetry should have negligible

impact on traffic performance.

7 Evaluation
We first present the deployment status of AAsclepius (§ 7.1).

Then, we present the performance of monitoring subsystem,

diagnosing subsystem, and detouring subsystem (§ 7.2-7.4).

In addition, we select several typical faults as case studies to

illustrate the workflow of AAsclepius (see Appendix A).

7.1 Deployment Status
We have fully deployed AAsclepius on a large scale in our

country. In August 2020, we start to run AAsclepius for just

some provinces. After a month of testing, we start to run

AAsclepius for the whole country. So far, AAsclepius has

been running stable for two years. AAsclepius has diagnosed

thousands of faults and circumvented more than two hundred

middle faults. In 2021 and 2022, AAsclepius protects Huawei

Cloud from major accidents. Our SRE team identifies network

faults that cause more than five VIP customers to experience

more than 5% packet loss rate for 10 minutes as major acci-

dents. Major accidents typically last several hours, involving

tens of AS’es, with (i) construction-related optical cable cuts,

(ii) router failures, and (iii) traffic congestion being main root

causes. For example, in August 2022, an outbound fault (may

lead to major accident) affecting three provinces began at

20:57, resulting in a packet loss rate of up to 40%. AAscle-

pius executes traffic detouring at 21:04 (within 8 minutes)

Figure 10: Average packet loss rate vs. time.

to circumvent the middle fault, and the fault finally ended at

22:30.

7.2 Performance of Monitoring Subsystem
We present the performance of the monitoring subsystem in

three major PoPs in December 2021. First, we present the

trend of packet loss rate and the distribution of victim-AS’es

in different hours. Then, we present the distribution of fault

duration of victim-AS’es. The following figures present data

aggregated over 31 days in December.

Average packet loss rate vs. time (Figure 10): For the three

major PoPs, we calculate the average packet loss rate of all

IP*s in different hours. First, we find that the trend of the

packet loss rate in each PoP is similar. This is possibly be-

cause the middle network in our country is adequately pro-

visioned and well engineered, and thus the packet losses are

mainly contributed by the client network. Because each IP*

shares similar client paths in different PoPs, its packet loss

rates in different PoPs are also similar, and thus the average

packet loss rate in each PoP shares similar trends. Second,

we find that the packet loss rate sharply increases to the peak

at 0:00/24:00. It is possibly because ISPs in our country usu-

ally update routes and maintain network devices at this time,

which is usually accompanied by network faults such as BGP

misconfigurations, leading to the increase of average packet

loss rate. Third, we find that the average packet loss rate in

PoP1 is slightly higher than that in PoP2 and PoP3. We sug-

gest this is because that the middle network PoP1 connected

to usually has a relatively higher load.

Distribution of victim-AS’es vs. time (Figure 11): For each

PoP, we count the distribution of victim-AS’es occurring in

different hours. First, similar to the packet loss rate, we find

that the distribution of the occurrence of victim-AS’es in each

PoP is similar. Second, we also find that victim-AS’es are

more likely to occur at 0:00/24:00. Third, we find that the

distribution of the occurrence of victim-AS’es is positively

correlated with the trend of packet loss rate. We suggest this

is because a higher packet loss rate implies poorer network

quality, which means more faults and thus more victim-AS’es.

Fault duration of victim-AS’es (Figure 12): Similar to Fig-

ure 4, we further present the distribution of fault duration of

victim-AS’es in each PoP. We also find that the distribution is

quite similar in each PoP. Considering that each PoP shares

similar network quality, we can set unified parameters for

each PoP to ease maintenance.



Figure 11: Distribution of victim-AS’es vs. time.

Figure 12: CDF of fault duration of victim-AS’es.

7.3 Performance of Diagnosing Subsystem
We present the performance of the diagnosing subsystem

in three major PoPs in December 2021. First, we present

the fraction of each category of faults. Then, we present the

distribution of each category of faults in different hours. The

following figures present data aggregated over 31 days in

December.

Fraction of each category of faults (Figure 13): We count

the fraction of each category of faults in each PoP. We find

that the fractions in each PoP are similar: more than 50%

of the faults are client faults, about 25% are fake faults, less

than 15% are middle faults. It is possibly because the middle

network in our country is well engineered and adequately

provisioned, so that middle faults occur less frequently. We

find that the fraction of outbound faults is far larger than

that of inbound faults. The results show that outbound faults,

inbound faults, and bidirectional faults account for 7%, 1%,

and 2%, respectfully. We suspect this is because there is much

more user download traffic than user upload traffic in the

middle and client network, and thus the outbound paths are

more likely to be congested.

Distribution of each category of faults vs. time (Figure 14):
We count the distribution of each category of faults occurring

in different hours. Similar to the distribution of victim-AS’es

occurring in different hours (see Figure 11), we find that faults

are more likely to occur at 0:00/24:00.

Potential misclassifications: Misclassifications are unavoid-

able. When there is a false positive (a non-middle fault is

classified as a middle fault), AAsclepius may execute useless

traffic detouring and increase the latency. When there is a false

negative (a middle fault is classified as a non-middle fault),

AAsclepius may not reduce the packet loss rate of victim

traffic and receive complaints from customers. Because most

network faults occur beyond our control, we can hardly obtain

ground truth and misclassification rate. Nevertheless, AAscle-

pius can reduce packet loss rate in most traffic detouring (see

Figure 13: Fraction of each category of faults.

Figure 14: Distribution of each category of faults vs. time.

Figure 16) and has protected cloud from major accidents for

years, indicating an extremely low misclassification rate.

7.4 Performance of Detouring Subsystem
We present the performance of the detouring subsystem in

three major PoPs in December 2021. We first present the

response time of AAsclepius to middle faults. We then present

the effect of traffic detouring on the packet loss rate and

latency of victim traffic. The results show that the detouring

subsystem is fast and effective. Note that we currently disable

AAsclepius to execute automatic detouring for inbound faults,

and thus all traffic detouring in this section is for outbound

faults.

Evaluation criteria: In order to evaluate the detouring sub-

system, we deploy VM agents in VMs in Huawei Cloud to

perform VM monitoring. Similar to QoS agents, VM agents

also send ICMP probes to each IP*. Because the probes sent

from VMs are routed the same as the cloud traffic, we regard

the performance of VM monitoring as the QoS, and use it to

evaluate the effect of traffic detouring.

Response time to middle faults (Figure 15): We define the

response time to a middle fault as the interval between the

time its associated victim-AS transits from healthy-state to

victim-state and the time the detouring subsystem reports the

traffic detouring is executed. We find that the response time to

all middle faults is within 8 minutes. Typically, the monitoring

subsystem takes 3∼5 minutes to identify and report a victim-

AS; the diagnosing subsystem takes 3∼4 minutes to identify

its category and direction; the detouring subsystem takes less

than 30 seconds to execute the traffic detouring.

Packet loss rate optimization (Figure 16): For each middle

fault, we compare the average packet loss rate of its associ-

ated victim-AS in VM monitoring within 5 minutes before

and after the corresponding traffic detouring is executed. We

find that each traffic detouring reduces the packet loss rate

by 7.0% on average. There are only less than 10% traffic

detouring degrading the packet loss rate by less than 0.5%.



This is possibly because that the middle faults have already

disappeared when the traffic detouring is executed.

Latency variation (Figure 17): For each middle fault, we

compare the average latency of its associated victim-AS in

VM monitoring within 5 minutes before and after the cor-

responding traffic detouring is executed. We find that each

traffic detouring slightly degrades the latency by 1.9ms on

average. This is reasonable because traffic detouring usually

degrades the latency when no fault occurs, and the degradation

has already been weakened by the middle faults.

Figure 15: CDF of response time to middle faults.

Figure 16: CDF of packet loss rate optimization.

Figure 17: CDF of latency variation.

8 Related Work
Fault monitoring and diagnosis at Internet scale: Based

on the measurement methods, existing fault monitoring and

diagnosis solutions can be mainly classified into three cat-

egories: 1) active solutions which send probes to the Inter-

net [14, 28–30]; 2) passive solutions which monitor ongoing

connections [12, 13, 15, 17, 31, 32]; 3) hybrid solutions which

combine active and passive solutions [1, 11, 16, 18, 19, 33].

Among these solutions, BlameIt [11] (hybrid), Entact [14]

(active), Edge fabric [12] (passive), Espresso [13] (passive),

and CPR [15] (passive) are most related to our application

scenarios. BlameIt uses its passive measurement data to mon-

itor faults and identify the fault category in the first phase,

and further triggers impact-prioritized probes to localize the

faulty AS for middle faults with the largest impacts in the

second phase. However, BlameIt does not identify the fault di-

rection, and is therefore distinguished from AAsclepius. The

other solutions above do not diagnose faults but support traffic

engineering, and we will cover them in the next paragraph.

Traffic engineering: There are substantial traffic engineering

solutions, most of which are dedicated to optimizing CDN per-

formance. A related kind of solutions select egress path and

ingress point that a client should be directed to as a function

of path performance [12–16,34,35]. Among them, Entact [14]

measures path performance by sending probes to different

IP /24 prefixes through alternate paths. Edge Fabric [12] and

Espresso [13] passively measure path performance in differ-

ent IP /24 prefixes by directing a small amount of flows to

alternate paths and tracking their performance. Similar to

AAsclepius, Espresso leverages Google’s private backbone,

B4 [36], and thus can route traffic to egress at distant PoPs.

Through deployment in the kernel, CPR [15] even provides

path failover at connection granularity. However, all the listed

traffic engineering solutions optimize their traffic performance

by selecting alternate outbound paths based on end-to-end

measurement, and thus can only handle outbound faults. In

contrast, AAsclepius detours traffic based on the category

and the direction of the faults, and thus can handle both in-

bound and outbound faults. Therefore, these solutions are

distinguished from AAsclepius. AAsclepius is also comple-

mentary to these solutions, as it can provide fine-grained fault

category and fault direction information, which is useful for

CDN performance optimization. Other solutions include IP

anycast [37], co-located DNS and proxy servers [38], end-user

mapping with EDNS [39], etc. [40].

Solutions in datacenters: Network faults in datacenters have

been studied over decades, and researchers have provided

various solutions [41–63]. These systems work excellently in

data centers, but have not been extended to Internet scale.

9 Conclusion
Network fault is a widespread phenomenon in the Internet,

which could harm the QoS of Huawei Cloud. Existing works

do not identify fault direction. In this paper, we propose a

fully automatic system, namely AAsclepius, to monitor and

diagnose network faults, and detour victim traffic to circum-

vent middle faults. The key novelty of AAsclepius, PathDe-

bugging, achieves identifying the directions of middle faults.

AAsclepius has proven itself to be mature and reliable in two

years of production deployment, and we consider extending

AAsclepius to IPv6 network. Although the core methodology

applied to IPv4 network can still be applied to IPv6 network,

the main difficulty in the extension is how to efficiently find

active IP addresses of high quality for QoS monitoring in the

IPv6 address space which is much more larger than IPv4, and

we are seeking for the solution.
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A Real-world Case Studies
To better illustrate the workflow of AAsclepius, we present

several typical faults as case studies.

Figure 18: A typical outbound fault.

Figure 19: A typical inbound fault.

Figure 20: A typical bidirectional fault.

A typical outbound fault: Figure 18 plots the packet loss

rates of QoS monitoring, debug monitoring9, and VM moni-

toring during a typical outbound fault. The monitoring sub-

system identifies a victim-AS at 14:00 at the first time, and

reports the fault at 14:03. The diagnosing subsystem then

identifies its fault category as a middle fault. The loss rate

of debug monitoring keeps about 10%, which is similar to

that of QoS monitoring. Therefore, the diagnosing subsystem

identifies the middle fault as an outbound fault. The detouring

subsystem detours the victim traffic at 14:08, and we can see

the loss rate of VM monitoring suddenly decreases to almost

0%. In summary, the packet loss rate of VM monitoring de-

creases from up to 12.5% to almost 0% within 8 minutes. The

outbound fault ends at 15:07, and the diagnosing subsystem

detours the traffic back at 15:17, which is not plotted here.

A typical inbound fault: Figure 19 plots the packet loss rates

of QoS monitoring, debug monitoring, and VM monitoring

during a typical inbound fault. The monitoring subsystem

identifies a victim-AS at 16:17 at the first time, and reports

9We call the monitoring process performed by debugging agent in PathDe-

bugging as debug monitoring for short.

the fault at 16:20. The diagnosing subsystem then identifies its

fault category as a middle fault. The packet loss rate of debug

monitoring keeps less than 1%. Therefore, the diagnosing

subsystem identifies the middle fault as an inbound fault. As

we disable the automatic detouring for inbound faults, this

fault is not circumvented, and the packet loss rate of VM

monitoring keeps similar to QoS monitoring.

A typical bidirectional fault: Figure 20 plots the packet

loss rates of QoS monitoring, debug monitoring, and VM

monitoring during a typical bidirectional fault. This fault is a

large-scale fault involving tens of victim-AS’es, and we just

present one of them. The monitoring subsystem identifies

the victim-AS at 20:57 at the first time, and reports the fault

at 21:00. The diagnosing subsystem then identifies its fault

category as a middle fault. The packet loss rate of the debug

monitoring keeps around 15%, which is about 10% lower

than that of the QoS monitoring. Therefore, the diagnosing

subsystem identifies the middle fault as a bidirectional fault.

The detouring subsystem detours the outbound traffic at 21:09,

and the packet loss rate of VM monitoring decreases from

about 20% to 10%. Due to the large scale of this fault, network

operators manually detour the inbound traffic at 21:11, and the

packet loss rate of VM monitoring decreases to less than 1%

at 21:20. In summary, the packet loss rate of VM monitoring

decreases from 30% to less than 1% within 20 minutes.


